Tisomi
Packaging
Machinery
Specialists in flowwrapping solutions for
the fresh produce sector.

A wide range of practical packaging
options are available, from edge to
edge, to personalised wrapping.
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Tisomi prides itself on its flow-wrapping engineering
skills and its inhouse technical team have many years
of experience of providing bespoke machinery. The
company offers a range of ultra-modern machines
capable with its technical support of flow-wrapping
even the most difficult of fresh produce products.
High productivity, efficiency and value for money are
the hallmark of all Tisomi machines, which is why
they are used by a cross-section of blue chip and
smaller companies.
With a range of options including labellers, date and time
coders, collators and conveyors, at Tisomi we don’t just supply
machinery, we provide fully integrated flow-wrapping solutions.
At the heart of our success is the extensive choice of flowwrapping solutions Tisomi offers, enabling us to meet the
exacting needs of our customer base, from heavy bulk items
like turnips to delicate fruit like raspberries. Our roll call of
satisfied Tisomi users is extensive and includes suppliers to
leading caterers, multiples and independent retailers.

Great for printed films

Perfect crimped edges

Ideal for delicate items

Suitable for wide range of produce

In fact there has never been a better time to contact Tisomi
Packaging Machinery.
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For more information please call our
engineering  hotline 01937 858204 to
arrange a demonstration or visit
www.tisomi.com for more information.
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Tisomi Packaging Machinery is the trading name of Tisomi Ltd

The Tisomi flow-wrapping machines are equipped with a host of features and offer excellent value for money.
All models have servo driven motors, are PLC controlled and simple to operate.
DK300E

Model ZA650

Very economical
machine suitable
for small products

Our most versatile
machine. Quick,
accurate product
size changeovers

This low priced high speed model is available in optional stainless steel
and it can handle a large number of products without any change parts.
The DK300E can flow-wrap products up to 35 mm in height using a film
of up to 300 mm width.

Equipped with a highly user friendly touch screen, product changes
are easy. Manufactured in stainless steel to meet the most demanding
hygiene requirements.
It is suitable for a range of applications encompassing everything from
multipacks and meat products to pizzas and bread. It is capable of
handling of up to a 850 mm film width.

ZA505

A compact, versatile,
machine suitable for
a wide product range

ZA400

The ZA505 range is ideal for sandwiches, bread and bakery related
products. Highly versatile, it offers quick changeover and is user friendly.
Its compact footprint and low body enables it to operate where space is
restricted.

A high speed auto
feed machine. Perfect
for confectionery

Ergonomically designed and feature rich, it can handle a maximum film
width of 600 mm and offers great value for money.
A high performance machine, the ZA400 is very versatile and is ideally
suited for the confectionery sector. Its rugged constructions makes it
especially suitable for harsh environments.

ZA600BB

The machine is capable of flow-wrapping products up to 90 mm in
height and can handle films up to 400 mm width.
Ideal for soft or sticky
irregular products

The ZA600BB is an inverted flow-wrapper and is ideal for unsupported loose
items such as cakes, multipacks, vegetables and other difficult to handle
products. It can seal products from 10 mm to 150 mm in height based on a
film width of up to 600 mm.
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